
Elizabeth and Lafayette Rivers (ELIPH, EBEMH, SBEMH,
WBEMH, LAFMH)

One of the most highly developed rivers and creeks in the region has no detectable submerged
aquatic vegetation (SAV).

Executive Summary
The Elizabeth and Lafayette rivers are some of most highly developed and industrialized, and at one time,
very polluted, rivers in this region. Much of the shoreline in the lower potions are heavily fortified with major military 
installations and shipbuilding industries. There is relatively little shallow water to support SAV even if water quality con-
ditions improved. Upper portions are less developed with some shallow water areas that could potentially support SAV if 
water quality conditions were significantly improved. There is currently no SAV restoration goal as no historical data could 
be found for these segments. Emphasis should be on water clarity goals.
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Take Home Points
_____________________________________________________________________________
Goal - No Goal Established
There is no SAV goal for this set of segments as there was no historical information for SAV here to set a goal.

Historical Coverage
No historical information
There is no historical information for SAV here. It’s possible that before the extensive shoreline alterations from both mil-
itary and industry activities began, there may have been SAV in some of the shoals at the lower polyhaline regions, which 
mainly contain brackish water.

Key Events
Development and industrialization
The Elizabeth and Lafayette rivers are some of most highly developed and industrialized, and at one time, very polluted, 
rivers in this region. Although much has been done to improve water quality for benthic resources, much still remains to 
be done.

Vulnerability/Resilience
Shoreline alterations
This region of the Elizabeth and Lafayette rivers has been most influenced by human activities since early colonization, 
with significant shoreline modifications and hardening that have eliminated shallow water habitat. 

Water quality
While SAV will be of limited significance here, much can be done to improve water quality for other living resources, in-
cluding fish, crabs, oysters and benthic invertebrates.

Management Implications
Nutrient and sediment reductions
Managers will need to focus on improving general water quality by both reducing sediments and nutrients.
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